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Organizing the Organization
There is no one perfect way of organizing a business.
Whatever method you choose, it must combine control
with flexibility to be successful. Structure groups for optimum
communication and balance of roles, and for maximum
efficiency avoid creating too many hierarchical levels. Above all,
renew the organization regularly to avert decline and fall.

DESIGNING THE SET-UP

Always take time and care to plan your organization, whether you are setting up a small unit
or a whole business. An effective set-up greatly increases the chances of success.
Follow the Goldilocks principle - “not too little, not too much, but just right”. That means
having no more people than the task requires, but also building in plenty of flexibility.
To help you plan the structure of the group and its personnel, make sure you know the
answers to the following questions:
– What is the prime purpose of this organization?
– What are the sub-objectives?
– What tasks must be performed to meet the aims?
– What skills do the tasks require?
– How many people are needed to deliver the skills?
– What are the natural groupings of people?
– What are the desired/required results?
– What is the optimum size - that is, the minimum number consistent
with obtaining the desired results?
Once you have planned the set-up according to your answers, you must ensure
that everybody knows what their responsibilities are, to whom they are responsible,
and who takes the final decisions.
HOW AN ORGANIZATION GROWS

Organizations tend to grow from simple forms to complex ones. They must mutate to
cope with changing demands. As an organization matures and grows larger, it passes
through four distinct evolutionary phases, each ended by a revolutionary or crisis stage,
which enables it to move on to the next evolutionary phase. Your organization will pass or will have passed - through the same stages of evolution.
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THE FOUR PHASES OF GROWTH

1 Growth through creativity, ending in crisis of leadership.
2 Growth through direction, ending in crisis of autonomy.
3 Growth through delegation, ending in crisis of control.
4 Growth through coordination, ending in crisis of red tape.
PREVENTING STASIS

During phase four more and more processes are put into place to exercise control (over
everything from spending to planning), to find out what’s happening, and to keep efficient
records. These good intentions rapidly develop into bad practices: filling in forms, following
written procedures, getting authorizations, endless meetings. The organization becomes a
static bureaucracy.
To break the stranglehold of red tape and to prevent it from recurring, always remember
KISS (Keep It Simple Stupid), and follow antibureaucratic practices at all times.
COUNTER BUREAUCRACY

Have an annual spring-clean, using the principles of zero-based budgeting: every
administrative procedure and expenditure is unnecessary unless proved otherwise.
Wherever possible, use trust instead of controls.
Authorize people to miss meetings where they cannot make a contribution
and to challenge the value of any forms and reports.
Reward administrative departments for task-force successes in streamlining
and eliminating procedures.
Reward good ideas that cut red tape and administrative costs.
Be radical and courageous in seeking reforms.
The rule book of retailer Nordstrom begins on a single page saying “Use your best
judgement at all times”. The second page says “There are no other rules”. Both rules
are excellent.
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1. Making Groups work
How well your organization works depends on the effectiveness
of its groups — both internally and in their interactions with
other groups. Make sure any group you set up communicates
well and is composed of members who together provide a good
balance of roles.

COMMUNICATING WITH OTHERS

Handy lists three basic patterns for inter-group relationships. In the first you communicate
primarily with the person in the centre; in the second you communicate with each other
in sequence; and in the third you link up with whomever you want whenever you need.
THE THREE GROUP COMMUNICATION PATTERNS

1 Wheel: centre-led
2 Circle: sequential
3 Web: participative
USING THE WEB PATTERN

The web is the most effective communication pattern you can use. It is participative,
involving, and improves quality, although, warns Handy, it tends to disintegrate into a wheel
under time pressure. “In complex open-ended problems”, Handy reports, “the web is the
most, likely to reach the best solution.” In business today, complex open-ended problems
abound. So making the web work is the acid test of a good group, and of your effectiveness
as a manager.
Use the wheel only when speedy results matter even more than quality, bearing in mind
that much depends on the peerless leader at the hub. Avoid using the circular pattern
at all times. It is slow, unsatisfying, inflexible, and uncoordinated.
PICKING GROUP MEMBERS

Whether the group is permanent (a department, say) or temporary (a task force), and
whatever communication pattern it uses, you need to ensure that you select members
to fill particular roles. This means more than making sure that different kinds of technical
or professional competence are represented. According to team expert Murray Belbin,
in most circumstances the fulfilment of eight key roles is essential to effective group
performance.
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THE EIGHT KEY ROLES IN A GROUP

1 Chairman: coordinates the group’s work.
2 Shaper: drives the group and task forward.
3 Plant: comes up with the new ideas.
4 Monitor-evaluator: analyzes plans and performance.
5 Resource-investigator: provides internal and external contacts.
6 Company worker: organizes tasks and schedules.
7 Team worker: holds group together by providing support.
8 Finisher: makes things happen - and on time.
Make sure that every role is covered, but do not have too many people in the same role.
Also, do not ask people to play roles to which they are unsuited by nature. Think carefully
about your own role, too. If you are in charge, avoid combining the roles of chairman and
shaper: you cannot perform both roles simultaneously. The chairman has to be objective,
listen to everybody, and work through others; the shaper must be single-minded and
forceful.
TESTING EFFECTIVENESS

Once your group is up and running, check its effectiveness (and your own), by testing it with
the following questions:
– Do people share their information fully and freely?
– Do they tell the factual truth at all times?
– Do they face problems as a group, not as sub-groups?
– Do they seek “Win/Win” solutions, with no losers?
– Are they always active and alert in group activities?
– Do they put contribution ahead of self-promotion?
– Do they display emotions as well as logic?
If the answers are negative, so will be the results. If there are faults, hold a team meeting
and bring the defects into the open. Where individuals are at fault, confront them face-toface. Publish an agreed code of conduct and insist that everybody adheres to it.
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2. Organizing Control
Lines of command are basic to organizational control.
Whether you run the lines down through functions, territories,
businesses, or products, each hierarchical layer is broader than
its predecessor. For optimum efficiency and flexibility create
as few layers as possible.

INCREASING THE SPAN OF CONTROL

As your unit grows, instead of adding hierarchical levels, increase the “span of control”
at each existing level: in other words, increase the number of people who report to each
superior. By creating maximum spans you give people maximum responsibility.
If the work of people reporting to you interlocks, you should not supervise more than
six of them. If their work is independent, though, spans can be very much wider. Jack
Welch at General Electric has built a fabulous management record with a dozen or more
independent operating heads reporting directly to him.
PROMOTING FLEXIBILITY AND CREATIVITY

Handy quotes two experts who say that most organizations need only five hierarchical
levels, seven if really large. But management guru James Champy says that three will suffice
for any organization if you adopt a control structure that includes external expertise.
CHAMPY’S STRUCTURE

Three-layer hierarchy
Enterprise managers
People/process managers
Self-managers
Outside the hierarchy
Expertise managers
In his ideal, enterprise managers take the final decisions. They are advised by the peopleprocess managers, who implement the decisions and are responsible for the self-managers
— the staff and line workers. The expertise managers outside the hierarchy provide the
indispensable services, from finance to training. This structure depends on true delegation,
and is inherently creative and flexible — which is what you want your unit to be for greatest
effectiveness.
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3. Beating the life cycle
Organizations tend to follow a life-cycle in which their rise
to achievement and wealth is succeeded by decline and fall.
Avoid this fate by renewing your unit while it is still strong
and growing.

RENEWING THE ORGANIZATION

Timely renewal of an organization is rare. It does not have to be. Do not wait for bad results
before instigating change. Avoid decline completely by renewing your business or unit
on a regular basis.
RENEW YOUR BUSINESS

Assume that your strategy will need replacing at least every three years, probably two.
Work on developing new strategies, no matter how well the old ones are performing.
Continue to develop the existing business fully, but do not let its development
impede the new.
Entrust the Second Curve planning to younger people.
Accept that leadership will pass to this younger group as the new strategy takes over.
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